MICE Radiation Shield – Spectrometer
Spectrometer 1 (upstream) has arrived. We can compare CAD information with the real thing.

Machined face
outside diameter:
478mm

Spectrometer internal
diameter: 1360mm
CAD: 1374mm
Spectrometer external
diameter: 1510mm
CAD: 1514

Bore diameter: 400mm

Flange external
diameter: 6inch

Measured: 818.5mm
CAD: 855mm
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MICE Radiation Shield – Spectrometer
CAD information depicted below:
Spectrometer internal
diameter: 1374mm

Window flange outside diameter: 475mm

Spectrometer external
diameter: 1514mm

Motor and Limit switch cable routing
15 Pin D-Type vacuum feedthrough for motor and limit switch

Flange external
diameter: 6inch

Spare flange (currently blanked off)
for detector vacuum feed-through
Bore diameter: 400mm
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MICE Radiation Shield – Spectrometer
CAD information depicted below:

Spectrometer outer vessel
removed for clarity

Detector space
available: 60mm

Space available: 35mm
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MICE Radiation Shield – Spectrometer

Bore internal
diameter: 98mm
CAD 70mm
60mm

Right and left port longitudinal offset.
CAD dimensions: 108mm and 63mm respectively.
Flange to flange distance across Spectrometer face; measured: 1637mm, CAD: 1710 !!!!!
This is where the cables will be fed through.
See following slide for the manual handling test arrangement to illustrate the current set up.
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Manual Handling Test

Interface Flange
Contains Brass
bush & cut-out
for all cables.

Flange for either
motor or radiation
monitor ceramic
feed-throughs
Circlip to prevent over-travel

Front Bar
with key
Manual Handling Shaft
Flange containing
Viton ‘O’-Ring seals
(10-6 Torr)

DN100
Vacuum Cross

Radiation Shield Installation onto test bed back plate. Block
with spanner on represents flange on Spectrometer (outside to
shield centre = 855mm)
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MICE Radiation Shield – Radiation monitor Summary
Summary:
1. Telephone conversation with Shane Toal from ORTEC held on Monday 14/10/2013. Points
discussed:
a) What signal and signal strength between detector and pre-amplifier? (mV)
b) What is the sampling rate? (kHz)
c) What can be sampled? (number count “easiest”, but can do amplitude discrimination)
d) Based on detector (TB-015-050-150) I calculated that a 142A pre-amp is required. What is
the max distance between the two without loosing the signal (1.5m inside Spectrometer, Vac
feed-through, provisional 18m, feasible or loose signal completely?)? TBD (S.T. reply: for
approx. 20m cable need the 142B pre-amp. Signal then between few 10mV to a few 100s
mV)
e) Is there a tolerance figure in terms of magnetic field available for the pre-amp? TBD (S.T.
reply: No)
f) Microdot (now Tyco Electronics) connector is a special “off-the-shelf” screw type. For the
cable (increase signal – noise ratio) I proposed a Kapton insulated Allectra coax or
alternatively a “normal” SS braided if installed in front of shutter. We may use the “normal”
version if it is in the shadow of the shutter. TBC (Connector not a problem but we need to
make up the cable. May need to go to Allectra Triax inside, keep capacitance harmony)
2. Location of detector needs to be defined – determines many items mentioned above
3. Some idea of the radiation encountered (particles, number count (flux), energy, etc) would be
helpful, also detector experts ask “what is to measured?”
4. Stick to “plug-and-play” principle for fast maintenance.
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MICE Radiation Shield – Radiation monitor Conclusion
Conclusion:
1. The preference for the detector purpose is to do a number count – makes system a lot
easier to design
2. Keeping the coax shielded by the shutter increases the signal to noise ratio, but limits the
location choice of the detector, could use triax, need to check figures.
3. Had the Allectra sales representative on premises for discussion regarding feed-through
connectors, Kapton insulated coax and connectors. Will get back with some figures
requested (impedance increase, signal loss at mV level across connectors/feedthroughs)
4. Some if not all of the signal may be lost if the distance between the detector and preamplifier is to great even if low impedance coax cable is used. This can be overcome if we
know what level of magnetic field the pre-amp can tolerate. Figures requested from ORTEC
5. Ian Mullacrane and Adrian Oates are on board but require much more detail (signal
(strength), frequency, cable length, what do you want to do with the signals, etc.) which
depends on the location of the detector. Also if the requirement to interface with the
interlock system remains, controls experts will have to get involved. Discussion with D. Bogg
held (detectors and controls group at DL) highlighting that alternatives exist but would
require more detail before proposing or advising on solutions).
6. The downstream Spectrometer is scheduled to arrive in the UK in the first week of 2014. The
estimated completion date for the downstream unit is envisaged to be 13/03/2014.
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